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General Comment

Attached please find Hybrid Power Technologies LLC comments on subpart B to the proposed 10CFR53.
The subpart was presented during the April 8 2021 stakeholders meeting with the NRC.
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US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Mr. John Tappert 

Director, Division of Rulemaking, Environmental, and Financial Support 

Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission  

Washington, DC 20555-0001  

Subject: Development of 10CFR53 – April 8 2021 Stakeholder Meeting, Subpart B Technology Inclusive Safety 

Requirements (Accession Number = ML21083A031) 

Enclosed are our comments on the subject section involving development of 10CFR53. 

As detailed in the attachment (our comment #20), the staff expressed interest in examples of international 
practices or other approaches that would not align with the preliminary rule language in Part 53. Hybrid Power 
Technologies has developed a licensing approach consistent with the existing 10CFR50, including Appendices A 
and B. Our approach is detailed in our recently published book HYBRID NUCLEAR ENERGY SYSTEMS available from 
Elsevier’s Academic Press and book retailers. Our method is mechanistic in nature while using a PRA to help 
establish that the design is passively fail-safe. We would be grateful if the NRC would convey impressions on our 
approach – we are uncertain as to alignment with the staff’s intent regarding 10CFR53. 
 
We remain exceptionally concerned (Ref. 1) about the potential for significantly and needlessly increased licensing 
complexity, new requirements, and unprecedented statutory overreach being used to support regulatory 
ratcheting. These themes are common threads in much of the proposed 10CFR53 material thus far reviewed. 
These omens strongly suggest forecasts of $1/2 billion dollars to license a passively fail-safe advanced reactor 
remain very much in play.  We are not alone in our apprehension, with NEI, Kairos Power and the USNIC also 
publically expressing concern that that the NRC staff is not taking into consideration stakeholder feedback. 
 
In closing, we are certain that the US Congress did not envision a more costly advanced reactor licensing process 
when the Nuclear Energy Innovation and Modernization Act was signed into law.  Nor did Congress envision the 
NRC ignoring stakeholder input. 
  

Regards, 

Michael F. Keller, P.E. (Kansas) 

President    

Hybrid Power Technologies LLC   A small US business of the State of Kansas.  

m.keller@hybridpwr.com   913-375-6983       hybridpwr.com 

 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Attachment: Hybrid Power Comments of May 3 2021 - 10CFR53 Subpart B; April 8 NRC Stakeholder Meeting 

Reference:  (1) Hybrid Power Technologies letter of February 19, 2021 to Mr. John Tappert; Subject: Development 

of 10CFR53 

mailto:m.keller@hybridpwr.com
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Reference: April 8 Advanced Reactor Meeting; Proposed 10 CFR 53 - Subpart B Technology Inclusive Safety 

Requirements (Accession Number = ML21083A031) 

As a general question, does the proposed 10CFR53 apply exclusively to passively fail-safe advanced reactors or 

does the proposed regulation also apply to designs that require active engineered safety systems to properly 

protect the public from hazardous radiation releases? 

Specific comments are as follows: 

1. Section 53.200 Safety Objectives. “…to limit the possibility of an immediate threat to the public health and 
safety.” 

Comment. “Immediate” is undefined. Some advanced reactor designs have no potential for accident 
related radioactive releases for days or even weeks and releases could be sporadic as well. Properly, the 
limitation should be more along the lines of: … as the result of some form of severe event that 
jeopardizes the capability of measures to limit hazardous offsite radiation releases. 
 

2. Section 53.200 Safety Objectives. “… In addition, each advanced nuclear plant must take such additional 
measures to protect public health and minimize danger to life or property as may be reasonable 
appropriate when considering technology changes, economic costs, operating experience, or other 
factors potential risks to public health and safety”. 
Comment This is an opened ended requirement as both the terms “minimize danger” and “may be 
reasonably appropriate” are virtually undefined and unquantified. This is an example of statutory 
ambiguity which sets the stage for regulatory ratcheting. 
   Suggest replace with a generalized incentive for advanced reactor efforts to limit consequences (also 
see comment 3 below) along the lines of “Advanced reactor designs that significantly (roughly by an 
order of magnitude) reduce hazardous offsite radiation releases and frequencies can propose 
simplifications to the regulatory process involving plant design, construction, start-up and operation, 
including quality measures. Acceptance of these measures will not be unreasonably withheld.” 
 

3. Section 53.210 First Tier Safety Criteria. Doses and frequencies. 
Comment. NRC safety goal (Federal Register/Vol73 No. 199, 2008) preference is for designs that 
minimize the potential for severe accidents and their consequences.  Yet the NRC staff proposes to 
maintain the same doses and frequencies as used with the current fleet of water reactors. We find this 
baffling and utterly inconsistent with the stated policies of the NRC Commissioners. See our comment #2 
for an alternative approach that provides a compromise. 
   If the same doses and limits as conventional reactors are used, then logically 10CFR53 could be used by 
new conventional reactors designs (requiring active engineered safety measures to acceptably mitigate 
hazardous offsite radiation releases) to circumvent the existing Code of Federal Regulations.  This 
appears to be an unintended consequence of the NRC staff’s position.  
   Please explain why the NRC staff is so intent on retaining the older limits.  

 
4. Section 53.220 Second Tier Safety Criteria 

Comment. There is no Code of Federal Regulation precedence for this proposed requirement that is 
unquestionably an attempt at statutory overreach to set the stage for regulatory ratcheting. Further the 
use of “as-low-as-reasonably achievable” is a virtually unbounded requirement that opens up the entire 
chain of advanced reactor activities to ever changing future NRC staff actions. The NRC staff claim that 
“… staff’s recognition that such requirements must be considered in light of potential costs” is 
unconvincing. The licensees must spend money to defend themselves in response to an NRC staff claim 
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that a particular ratcheting of “NRC requirements” is economic. In addition, the entire concept of ALARA 
is based on a radiation exposure theory that remains unproven and controversial.  
   Remove this attempt to circumvent current law or properly set boundaries to reasonably limit the 
potential for offsite public exposures caused by undue radiation from normal and abnormal plant 
operations. A way out of this unhelpful situation is for the applicants to identify the design, 
manufacturing, construction, start-up and operational efforts proposed to insure the public is not unduly 
at risk from undue offsite radiation exposure associated with normal and abnormal plant operational 
activities.  

 
5. Section 230 Safety Functions.  

Comment. The section appears to equate all radiation releases as equally important to public safety (i.e. 
risk). That is simply not true. The primary safety function involves hazardous releases. Further, these 
releases must be defined in some form of bounding fashion. The type of advanced reactor is irrelevant to 
release limits.  Absent some form of codified boundary, advanced reactors are subject to unrestrained 
regulatory ratcheting, both now and in the future. 
   The primary safety function should be specifically directed at offsite releases involving hazardous 
radiation as defined by the first tier safety criteria. The secondary safety function should be tied to the 
secondary safety criteria.  
   In passing the use of safety tiers and safety functions is awkward.  

 
6. Section 240 Licensing Basis Events … “ranging from anticipated operational occurrences to very unlikely 

event sequences that are not with estimated frequencies well below the frequency of events expected to 
occur in the life of the advanced nuclear plant.”  
Comment. “Very unlikely” and “well below” are not defined and as such represent unrestrained 
regulatory ratcheting using statutory ambiguity.  Identify boundaries for what constitutes “very unlikely” 
and “well below”. 

 
7. Section 240 Licensing Basis Events. 

Comment. Suggest replacing section with the following: 
a. “Deign Basis Event: A postulated bounding event used to establish the performance requirements 

for nuclear plant functions, features and methods used to meet the first tier safety criteria.”  
b. “License Event:  A postulated bounding event used to establish the performance requirements for 

nuclear plant design elements and operational methods used to meet second tier safety criteria.” 
The first and second tier criteria are distinctly different in terms of importance (public risk) and the 
proposed statute needs to avoid equating the two. Otherwise, the stage is set for regulatory ratcheting 
well beyond existing statutory requirements. 
   “Beyond Design Basis Event” needs be defined. Suggest in terms of bounding frequencies and doses 
using general plant features and methods. Absent such considerations, the door is wide open to 
regulatory ratcheting and overreach. 
   How an advanced reactor design specifically deals with regulatory events is not relevant to the 
definition, as the implementation considerations are detailed in various other parts of the proposed 
10CFR53.  
    

8. Section 53.250 Defense in Depth.  
Comment. We can find no earlier explicit CFR requirement for “defense in depth”, as acknowledged by 
the NRC staff. Further, the NRC staff is equating the first and second safety criteria in terms of the need 
for public protection. Such a position is clearly inconsistent with risk informed goals.  
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Replace this section with requirement that the advanced reactor design employ multiple and diverse 
features and methods to limit hazardous offsite radiation releases pursuant to the first tier safety criteria 
and reasonable measures to limit undue radiation releases during routine and abnormal operations 
pursuant to the second tier safety criteria. In passing, identifying the particular combination of features 
and methods is the responsibility of the designer and licensee, not the NRC staff. 

As an observation, the last sentence of the section is more akin to an opinion and properly should 
reside in some form of guidance document, as opposed to a law. 

 
9. Section 53.400 Design Features.  

Comment. The NRC staff continues to equate first and second tier safety criteria. Once again, statutory 
overreach and regulatory ratcheting. Design features for the two tiers of safety criteria must be clearly 
separated, with the needs second criteria design feature needs clearly less restrictive than those of the 
first tier. 
 

10. Section 53.260 Protection of Plant Workers 
Comment. Delete item (b) as it is redundant to item (a). Suggest “(a) In accordance with 10CFR20, design 
features …” Also see our comments #12 & 25. 

 
11. Section 53.420 Functional Design Criteria for Second Tier Safety Criteria, (b) Unplanned events. 

“Functional design criteria must be defined for each design feature relied upon to demonstrate 
compliance with the second tier safety criteria in § 53.230(b).220(b) considering licensing basis events 
ranging from anticipated operational occurrences to very unlikely event sequences with estimated 
frequencies well below the frequency of events expected to occur in the life of the advanced nuclear 
plant.” 
Comment. “Well below” is undefined. Further, there is no prior CFR precedence for the requirement which 
is unquestionably statutory overreach and regulatory ratcheting on the part of the NRC staff. Delete 
everything from this section after “second tier safety criteria”. 
 

12. Section 53.430 Functional Design Criteria to Protect Plant Workers. 
Comment. Power plant workers are subject to all manner of hazards, with proper features and methods 
the subject of a number of OSHA regulations and industry standards. We see no sound reason for the NRC 
to prescriptively dictate how these hazards are to be dealt with across the entire power plant. This is yet 
another example of unprecedented statutory overreach being used to support regulatory ratcheting.  
   This section should be deleted or simply refer to 10CFR20 for issues related to radiation protection 
measures involving plant workers. 
 

13. Section 53.440 Design Requirements, item (b) “…The materials used for safety related and non-safety 
related but safety significant SSCs ([as will be defined in § 53.460 subpart A] must be qualified for their 
service conditions over the plant lifetime.” 
Comment. This section implies that some form of formal qualification program is required for all manner 
of items and all items are equally important. That is simply not true. Further, in general, engineering 
specifications detail design operating conditions and the suppliers confirm adherence to these 
requirements.  
   There is simply no sound reason to establish a formal qualification program for all these items. This 
section is yet another example of statutory overreach and regulatory ratcheting. Merely note that the 
items must be fit for their intended function, as determined by the appropriate engineering and 
manufacturing methods. 
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14. Section 53.450 Analysis Requirements. Requirement for Probabilistic Risk Assessment, item (a) “… and to 
support demonstrating that each advanced nuclear plant meets the second tier safety criteria of § 
53.220(b).” 
Comment. There is no existing CFR requirement for PRA’s involving the radiation releases associated with 
the secondary safety tier. Such a requirement constitutes statutory overreach and regulatory ratcheting 
and imposes costs not commiserate with the actual risk to the public. Traditional design approaches and 
measures for mitigating releases are adequate approaches. Delete the subject sentence or note that 
PRA’s as well as traditional design measures are acceptable. 
   Item (a) should be limited to items involving tier one safety criteria. 
 

15. Section 53.450 Analysis Requirements, item 2. “(2) Be used for classifying SSCs and human actions  
according to their safety significance in accordance with ...: 
Comment.  A PRA is not necessarily needed to classify SSC’s and as such the section should merely note 
the PRA may be used to classify SSC’s. Further, we are unaware of any existing CFR requirement linking 
human actions to SSC classification. Delete that reference which appears to be yet another example of 
statutory and ratcheting. Further, there is no CFR precedent for linking a PRA to programs and personnel. 
Yet another example of statutory and ratcheting. 
   In general, passively fail-safe advanced reactors require little, if any, human actions to protect the 
public from hazardous radiation.  The NRC staff appears to be maneuvering to set the stage for massive 
regulatory intervention into all aspects of the power plant.  Such actions are clearly statutory overreach 
and regulatory ratcheting. 
 

16. Section 53.450 Analysis Requirements.  
Comment. As a general remark, the terms “unplanned release” or “uncontrolled releases” are used 
throughout this section. However, hazardous releases versus undue releases are distinctly different in 
terms of actual risk to the public.  The subject subsections should be tied to the first tier safety criteria, 
not the second tier. Requiring extensive analysis of all licensing events is a clear ratcheting of the existing 
CFR statutes and is not warranted from a risk standpoint. 
 

17. Section 53.450 Analysis Requirements, item e) Analyses of licensing basis events … with estimated 
frequencies well below the frequency of events expected to occur in the life of the advanced nuclear 
plant.” 
Comment. The “well below” frequency is virtually unrestrained, thereby setting the stage for 
unrestrained regulatory ratcheting sanctioned by statutory overreach. Set some form of bounding limit, 
say an order of magnitude less than 1 in 10,000 years of reactor operation.  
 

18. Section 53.450 Analysis Requirements, item e) “Analyses must be performed for licensing basis events 
ranging from anticipated operational occurrences to …” 
Comment. There is no apparent linkage to an offsite dose. Unclear why the NRC should be involved with a 
large array of events that are of no particular risk to the public. Rather, identification of bounding dose 
events should be the subject of the licensing analysis. This is yet another example of statutory overreach 
used to support regulatory ratcheting. 
 

19. Section 53.450 Analysis Requirements, item f) “… with an upper bound frequency of less than one in 
10,000 years …” 
Comment. There is no lower bound identified. Does that mean events with frequencies of less than 10-4 
can be ignored? Also, should not the frequency be tied to an offsite radiation dose? 
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20. Section 53.460 Safety Categorization and Special Treatment. The staff is interested in examples of 
international practices or other approaches that would not align with the preliminary rule language in Part 
53. 
Comment. Hybrid Power Technologies has developed a licensing approach (including classification 
system for systems, structures and components) that is consistent with the existing 10CFR50 Appendices 
A and B. Our approach is detailed in our recently published book HYBRID NUCLEAR ENERGY SYSTEMS 
available from Elsevier’s Academic Press and book retailers. Our methodology is mechanistic in nature 
while using a PRA to help establish that the design is passively fail-safe. 
   Consistent with the coordination of stakeholder input (Nuclear Energy Innovation and 
Modernization Act NEIMA) we are requesting NRC impressions relative to our intended approach. 
As to alignment with the proposed 10CFR53, we are uncertain as to the staff’s full intent behind 
53.460 and as such the staff is in a better position to assess alignment.   

 
21. Section 53.460 Safety Categorization and Special Treatment “… will be performed as assumed in the 

analysis performed in accordance with § 53.450 …” 
Comment. See our comment #12. There may be no PRA involving second tier safety criteria. This section 
needs to acknowledge the 
 

22. Section 53.470 Application of Analytical Safety Margins to Operational Flexibilities. 
Comment. The applicability of this section extends beyond operational flexibility. Design, procurement, 
manufacturing and construction flexibilities may also be warranted. This section should acknowledge the 
acceptability of other flexibilities. 
 

23. Section 53.480 Design Control Quality Assurance. 
Comment. This section should be limited to those items involving first tier safety criteria. The second tier 
safety criteria involve items of much lesser risk to the public. Involvement of second tier criteria is 
unprecedented statutory overreach being used to support regulatory ratcheting. 

 
24. Section 53.490 Design and Analyses Interfaces. 

Comment. This section should be limited to those items involving first tier safety criteria. The second tier 
safety criteria involve items of much lesser risk to the public and should be excluded. Another example of 
statutory overreach being used to support regulatory ratcheting. 
 

25. Section 490 Design and Analyses Interfaces “… and other factors included in the assessments performed 
under the facility safety program required by § 53.800”. 
Comment. Yet another example of unprecedented statutory overreach being used to support regulatory 
ratcheting. See our comment #12. Delete the subject phrase. 

 
As a general remark, The NRC staff really needs to refrain from designing advanced reactors and simply 
concentrate on evaluating whether or not the applicant has made a sound case for compliance with the law.  The 
law needs be reasonably well constructed, readily understood and built on precedence. Thus far, the proposed 
10CFR53 fails on all counts. 
 
In closing, we are becoming increasingly irritated with spending inordinate amounts of time attempting to 
comment on poorly constructed and convoluted material emanating from a NRC Staff that refuses to accept 
feedback from the stakeholders. We also do not appreciated having meeting material show up a mere day or so in 
front of a scheduled public meeting. 
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